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The phrase of “the purpose of contract” has appeared in the text of 
Contract Law of China many times, which is involved in several law systems 
of contract, such as the ascertainence of subordinated duty of contract, the 
supplement of the contract terms, the rescission of contract and the 
interpretation of contract. So a good study of the purpose of contract will help 
read and explain the law systems of contract theoretically, and apply itself 
better practically. The methods of comparison, legislation history, case study 
and interpretation and so on are carried on to discuss the problems related to 
the purpose of contract. 
Except the parts of foreword and epilogue, this thesis is divided into four 
chapters: 
Chapter One is focused on Contract and the Propose of Contract. From 
the aspects of both the essential of contract and the constitutive requirements 
of declaration of will, it is induced that the purpose of contract, which is the 
independent purpose of the parties after consenting, is the key to the content of 
contract. The purpose of contract should be apprehended from some special 
ankles in the eyes of the author. Its definition is more clear in comparison with 
the cause of contract. 
Chapter Two is concerned about the Purpose of Contract in the 
Comparative Law. By reviewing the provisions of the purpose of contract in 
the civil codes in main countries of continental law system, summing up the 
judicial cases concerned about the purpose of contract in Anglo-American law 
system, and analyzing the related regulations in the international uniform laws 
of contract, the characteristic and the value of the purpose of contract are 
better understood both legally and practically. So is the application of the 














Chapter Three is about Evolvement of the Purpose of Contract in Chinese 
Legislation. It is found that the phrase of “the Purpose of Contract” appears 
more frequently in the text of Contract Law at present than the past by 
reviewing the history of legislation of related contract law since the foundation 
of PRC. The reasons of the change are discussed and legal estimate of 
legislation of the purpose of contract at present is made. 
Chapter Four is related to Application of the Purpose of Contract in the 
Contract Systems. On the basis of the related regulations and cases of Chapter 
Two and the judicial practices of China, this thesis illustrates how the purpose 
of contract is applied to the certain contract systems mainly according to 
Contract Law and how the special value of theory and the function in 
judicatory judgments is embodied when applying the purpose of contract. 
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翻开这部合同法文本，细心的读者可以发现在第 60 条第 2 款、第














                                                        
①  在本文，“三足鼎立”特指我国 1981 年《经济合同法》、1985 年《涉外经济合同法》和 1987
年《技术合同法》共同调整我国合同关系的现象。 
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第一章  合同与合同目的 
法。在德国，目前学者几乎达成一致看法，认为法律行为的本质在于意
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